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MEASURE F CLAIMS ARE “FRAUDULENT & FATALLY FLAWED”
Independent Analysis Shows Measure F to be “Risky Gamble” for Taxpayers
Willows, CA—In a press conference today at Pat and Larry’s Steak House, TaxpayersAdvocate.org
released its findings of an independent analysis of Measure F, the off-reservation Casino proposal on the June 6th
Glenn County Ballot.
“Measure F should stand for fraudulent and fatally flawed,” said Scott Barnett, President of
TaxpayersAdvocate.org based in Sacramento and San Diego. According to Barnett, TaxpayersAdvocate.org was
invited by the Glenn County Taxpayers Association to do an independent review of Measure F to determine the
validity of the proponent’s assertion that the proposed Casino would be a benefit to Glenn County taxpayers. The
proponent’s claims of high paying jobs and a tax windfall to local government are “false and misleading,” said
Barnett.
“We analyzed numerous reports of economic and fiscal data on similar facilities, and our analysis
reveals what really happens as compared to what Measure F proponents claim will happen,” said Barnett. “Contrary
to the claims, the types of jobs at these facilities are low wage with significant turn-over, and any tax revenues
generated are significantly less than the added costs of public services including police, emergency services and
facilities, as well as traffic accidents, congestion and greater criminal activity. In addition, economic activity at and
adjacent to the Casino will depress existing commercial activity in the surrounding community. While casino
owners hit the jackpot, the community shoots craps,” said Barnett, who concluded that: “Measure F is a risky
gamble for Glenn County Taxpayers.”
An overview of findings and documents consulted in the analysis is attached.
TaxpayersAdvocate.org is a private, non-partisan taxpayer’s advocacy group committed to cost effective and
efficient government. Scott Barnett has over 25 years of local government and public policy expertise. More
information can be found at: www.taxpayersadvocate.org
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Measure F is a Risky Gamble for Glenn County Taxpayers

Measure F Proponents Claim: “…425 new jobs for Glenn County residents”
Facts: No specific supporting data available for exact number of jobs. No guarantee that “Glenn County residents”
will acquire bulk of jobs. More often employees at casino facilities tend to be “transient in nature” with few ties to
the community.

Measure F Proponents Claim: “…jobs will offer careers with living wages and healthcare benefits”
Facts: Comparisons of other local and regional casinos demonstrate that this assertion is false. “Living wage” is
defined as the minimum wage required for a head of household to meet the basic living requirements of shelter,
food and related expenses. Living wage varies from community to community but it is estimated that the “living
wage” in Glenn County would be at least $10/hour plus $2/per hour if health benefits are not given an employee. A
survey of wages advertised for jobs in other local casino’s show a range from $6.75 to $24 per hour, with the
average wage in the $8/hour to $9/hour range. (Note: most advertised casino jobs are at the lower end and those
few at the higher end generally require significant technical or financial expertise and in many cases a Bachelors
Degree.)
In addition, the claim that healthcare benefits will be offered to employees cannot be guaranteed, therefore voters
would have to rely on the “good faith” of proponents to fulfill this pledge.

Measure F Proponents Claim: “Many employees will make $40,000 to $50,000 or more.”
Facts: Wages at other Indian Casinos average 50% less than the wage rates claimed by Measure F proponents.
With average wages from $8/hour to $9/hour, actual average wages will more likely be from $16, 640 to $18,720
annually. Even at $24/hour, of which there is only a very limited number and offered only to those with technical
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or financial expertise, the annual salary for these few positions would be $49,920. In addition, it is unlikely that
these few higher salary jobs would be offered to individuals already living in Glenn County. Individuals who
already have similar experience in other casino facilities would most likely be hired to fill such positions.
Glenn County Employment: Data from other casinos demonstrate that new jobs at new casinos have a negligible
impact on local unemployment in existing communities

Measure F Proponents Claim: “The Casino will generate $63.75 million in economic benefit to Glenn County.”
Facts: Economic Activity-impact to Glenn County likely to be significantly less than claimed. Measure F
proponents have not supplied any supporting material to back up these numbers. In addition, “economic benefit” is
a misleading term and highly speculative, because it likely indicates the total amount of economic activity in the
area that casino developers claim to be created by the casino operation. This would include not only sales of food
and beverages and other items sold by retail outlets on or adjacent to the casino, but likely includes the economic
“value” of the salaries generated which could be the bulk of the anticipated economic activity. In addition, since
there is no data to assume that the bulk of casino employees would reside in Glenn County, the economic activity
(or economic multiplier effect) as a result of these salaries would be diminished as well. Therefore, the “economic
benefit” claimed by proponents appears to be fabricated, and evidence from other casino locations suggests that the
economic activity does not likely result in significant revenues being generated to Glenn County.
Cost to Taxpayers: Casino’s impacts will be a drain on Glenn County Taxpayers. Even though casino proponents
do not delineate specific estimates of tax revenues to be generated by the project, based on data available from
other casino facilities there will likely be a negative fiscal impact on Glenn County. This negative impact is a result
of increased stress on public services: police, emergency medical and public safety facilities (including trauma
centers and hospitals) plus traffic impacts on road maintenance and other public works infrastructure. This net cost
of the project to Glenn County taxpayers will likely result either in a reduction of existing County Services or
increased local fees and taxes.
Impact to local Existing Businesses and related job loss: Casino will harm existing local businesses and
employees. Data from other casinos placed in existing communities also demonstrates a significant negative impact
on the businesses and employees of local businesses. Since the majority of income generated from casinos is as a
result of gambling proceeds (funds lost by gamblers) there is an incentive for casinos to “undercut” local businesses
by artificially lowering the prices of food, beverages, retail goods and hotel rooms in order to drive business (and
gamblers) to the casino. As a result, existing local businesses are harmed and often forced to lower wages or close
their doors. Once the competition is eliminated or significantly distressed, then the casinos are free to raise their
prices without the fear of competition.
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Sources Consulted
Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Career Guide to Industries, 2004-05 Edition, Food Services and Drinking Places
Fred Carston, Director of the Connecticut Center for Economic Analysis at the University of Connecticut, along with other University of
Connecticut staff—William Lott, Director of Research, and Stan McMillen, Bobur Alimov, Na Li Dawson, and Tapas Ray, The Economic
Impact of the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation Operations in Connecticut (2000)
Mark Seitz and David Darling of Kansas State University The Role of Harrah’s Prairie Band Casino Property in the Area Economy—2003
Douglas Clement, writing for the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis in 2003 (Milking the New Buffalo)
Stephen Cornell and Jonathan Taylor of the Udall Center for Studies in Public Policy, University of Arizona--An Analysis of the Economic
Impacts of Indian Gaming in the State of Arizona-2001
Cheryl King and Casey Kanzler of Evergreen State College in Washington State (Background to a Dream, 2002)
New Mexico Gaming Association, 1993
Adam Rose of Pennsylvania State University in a 1998 study for the National Gambling Impact Study Commission, The Regional Economic
Impacts of Casino Gambling,
Jonathan Taylor, along with Joseph Kalt and Kenneth Grant of Harvard University—Public Policy Analysis of Indian Gaming in
Massachusetts (2002)
John W. Kindt (University of Illinois), Business-Economic Impacts of Licensed Casino gambling in West Virginia (1998)
Jonathan Taylor, with Matthew Kreps, and Patrick Wang of Harvard University report in The National Evidence on the Socioeconomic
Impacts of American Indian Gaming on Non-Indian Communities (2000)
Lou Hirsh, Economists Predict Booming Year in Valley, The Desert Sun, September 13, 2004
Don Phares (University of Missouri) in Casino Gaming in Missouri (2001)
2004 study performed by Charles River Associates (Oakland, California), M-Cubed (Oakland, California), and CIC Research (San Diego,
California)
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Fred Carston, Director of the Connecticut Center for Economic Analysis at the University of Connecticut, along with other University of
Connecticut staff—William Lott, Director of Research, and Stan McMillen, Bobur Alimov, Na Li Dawson, and Tapas Ray—wrote The
Economic Impact of the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation Operations in Connecticut in 2000.
Rural Boomtowns: The Relationship Between Economic Development And Affordable Housing by the Housing Assistance Council, 2000)
Amy Lake and Steven Deller of the University of Wisconsin (The Socioeconomic Impacts of a Native American Casino (1996))
John Ortiz and Sean Corcoran of California State University, Sacramento ((2004) California’s Gaming Propositions: How Has the
Expansion of Gaming Affected Local Communities?)
Andrew Buck and Simon Hakim of Temple University wrote Does Crime Affect Property Values?
Rolling the Dice: Would Casinos Harm Illinois Home Values? University of Nevada, Las Vegas faculty members Terrence Clauretie,
Thomas Carroll, and Nasser Daneshvary in 1998.
William R. Eadington, Director of the Institute for the Study of Gambling and Commercial Gaming at the University of Nevada, Reno, The
Spread of Casinos and Their Role in Tourism Development (1998)
Roger Dunston in a 1997 report for the California Research Bureau of the California State Library entitled Gambling in California,
State of Hawaii Department of Business, Economic Development, and Tourism in The Economic Impacts of Shipboard Gaming and PariMutuel Horse Racing in Hawaii (1997):
Adam Rose of Pennsylvania State University in a 1998 study for the National Gambling Impact Study Commission, The Regional Economic
Impacts of Casino Gambling,
Earl Grinols (University of Illinois) and David Mustard (University of Georgia) in Measuring Industry Externalities: The Curious Case of
Casinos and Crime (2004)
Robert Goodman (Legalized Gambling as a Strategy for Economic Development (1994))
Social and Economic Impacts of Native American Casinos by William Evans and Julie Topoleski (University of Maryland (2002)
Dennis McGrath and Chris Ison, staff writers for the Minneapolis-St. Paul Star Tribune (1996) wrote a lengthy article entitled Gambling
Spawns a New Breed of Criminal.
Casinos, Crime, and Real Estate Values: Do They Relate? 1989 by Andrew J. Buck and Simon Hakim of Temple University and Uriel
Spiegel of the University of Pennsylvania.
B. Grant Stitt (University of Nevada, Reno), Mark Nichols (University of Nevada, Reno), and David Giacopassi (University of Memphis) in
Does the Presence of Casinos Increase Crime? (2003)
Maria Napoli (Arizona State University) in Native Wellness for the New Millennium: The Impact of Gambling (2002)
Center for Policy Initiatives—Living Wage Study 2005
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Yes on F Ballot Statements
Yes on F Campaign Mailers
No on F Ballot Statements
No on F Web Site
Web site job listings for Agua Caliente, Colusa and San Manuel Casinos
http://www.city-data.com/city/Willows-California.html
California State Board of Equalization
Glenn County FY 2005-2006 Budget
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